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Abstract

Stereotypes are an extremely complex object of research. Mental construction cannot be static. Old stereotypes slowly change, new ones appear and with the help of various codes (linguistic, cultural, literary) the author encrypts all of this into the artistic text. Besides the existence of linguistically expressed but not linguistically fixed stereotypes in artistic texts, stable stereotypes undergo different modifications of sense and verbalization forms. The ultimate goal of the research is to identify the factors which determine the form and the meaning of stereotypes verbalizers; to carry out a functional differentiation of linguistic signs that refer to these conventional referents in Ukrainian, Polish and British realist prose. Stabilized stereotypes are fixed by nominations of different structural and semantic complexity. Within the limits of the semantic structure of a nomination there is a hierarchy of semantic features: their typicality, frequency of functioning and, hence – stereotypicality – decreases from the center towards the periphery. In the core zone, semantics of a stereotype coincides with the semantics of a prototype. Stereotypes with different degree of conventionality and communicative relevance are explicated in artistic texts with the help of structurally different nominative and communicative units.
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Introduction

Stereotypes perform a correlative function during verbal communication – they serve as a background for the interpretation of utterances. Stereotypes are an extremely complex object of research as consciousness – collective consciousness in particular – is hard to observe. It is regarded that fiction is the manifestation of the collective consciousness. Thus, the dynamic worldview system of a linguistic community can be studied on the basis of specific texts which represent the facts of both language and speech. The majority of scholars view the artistic text as a special sign that denotes one of the possible worlds. In scientific literature, reference of artistic speech is defined as imitated, hanging or as pseudo-referencing, since the author creates a narrator that pretends to speak. An artistic world is shaped by the means of language, so the limit of its irreality is the limit of creative use of semantics. Interpretation of everyday speech is carried out through the extensional semantics of actualized signs which refers to real referents – phenomena that exist in the real world. Information verbalized in the artistic text may have a real referent, however the reference is made not directly towards the object, for example, London, but indirectly – towards the common knowledge of the writer and predicted readers about this city. In that connection, we believe that the artistic text – particularly the linguistic signs actualized within it – makes a cognitive reference to the background knowledge of an ethnic community through the intensional semantics. One of such mental referents is a stereotype. Therefore, stereotypes as the collective experience of a linguoculture act as communicative dominants of artistic text interpretation: they define the priority in the choice of ideas from the cognitive base of knowledge. Adequate decryption of the author’s artistic speech requires a certain level of linguistic and cultural competence from the reader. In turn, the role of the writer as a linguistic personality is decisive with respect to how the stereotype will be presented in an artistic text. Each way is conditioned by its communicative purpose. Despite this, the writer has to follow the rules of successful communication. In order to realize the communicative relevance of the text, the author strives to create a language code which will ensure the success of predicted interpretation. Focusing on the predicted reader the writer uses the empathic ability to determine which information is known to the readers. Taking into account that a stereotype is known to all or most of the members of a linguistic community, verbalized information which corresponds to the stereotype is perceived by the speakers as something obvious; and vice versa – information which does not fit into the stereotype has to be explained and outlined by additional speech means. Hence, the writer as a competent native speaker and someone knowledgeable in the culture of his/her epoch profiles the collective experience of an ethnic culture: he/she evaluates which experience has already become conventional and how well-known this or that stereotype is, to determine how many and which linguistic signs are to be actualized so that the interpretation of the artistic text was successful. In this regard, the linguistic study of stereotypes in artistic texts is carried out through the semantic and pragmatic analysis of linguistic signs which refer to stereotypes as to conventional referents. Closely connected theories of reference and semantics underwent considerable changes during the last century. Consequently, the notion of a stereotype in ethnolinguistics evolved as well. Now we will examine this problem in detail.

Materials and Methods

For a long time, a stereotype was understood as a result of collective cognition of a people, correlative with the naive image of the world; as an objectified and preserved in the linguistic image of the world communicative and life experience of a linguistic community [10, 65]. From the point of view of the static model of a sign put forward by F. de Saussure [58], reference is made only by those signs that perform a nominative function. And thus, stereotypes certainly have a linguistic expression: they are indicated by nominations. It was this understanding of reference that formed the basis of the first ethnolinguistic studies of language pictures of the world, carried out on the basis of folklore texts [see generally 1, 2, 19 etc.]. Tremendous work was done to catalogue and register the most linguistically fixed stereotypes: Słownik stereotypów i symboli ludowych [8], Slavianskie drevnosti [54], Znaky ukrajinskoj etnokultury [69]. Therefore, the studies of linguistically fixed collective ideas about the world represent the static model of a stereotype which is based on the reference of nominations exclusively. Yet, mental construction cannot be static as the dynamism of the psyche predetermines the instability of the coordinate system ‘Human being–World’. That is why the static model of a stereotype does not reflect the complete nature of the modeled phenomenon. In this way, it is possible only to describe its structure
and the state of linguistic expression at a particular synchronic point. Although the means of verbalization will be registered and catalogued, they will remain functionally undifferentiated. Nonetheless, old stereotypes slowly change, new ones appear and with the help of various codes (linguistic, cultural, literary) the author encrypts all of this into the artistic text. Besides the existence of linguistically expressed but not linguistically fixed stereotypes in artistic texts, stable stereotypes undergo different modifications of sense and verbalization forms. As it was repeatedly stated [3, 17, 32, 43, 50]: at a current stage of development of linguistics it is not sufficient to answer such questions as What? Where? and When? It is necessary and now possible to look for answers to questions How? and Why? How do stereotypes function in an artistic text? Why some stereotypes are referred to by the units of language, while others – only by the units of speech? How do stereotypes which differ according to the degree of their conventionality and communicative relevance correlate with distinct forms of their verbalization? Why do stereotypes undergo changes differently and how is it reflected in artistic texts? In order to answer these and other questions and perform the functional differentiation of the means of stereotype verbalization in artistic texts, it is necessary to reconsider the starting point – the very notion of a stereotype. The search for the optimal semantic analysis that would effectively decipher culturally and communicatively relevant information continues and has triggered the evolution of views on reference in ethnolinguistics. The research includes the dynamic model of linguistic sign devised by Ch. Peirce [41] and Ch. Morris [38] which involves the subject that codes the interpretation of cognized world in linguistic signs (the author) and in reverse – interprets linguistic signs in speech (the reader). Due to reassessment of the reference system, the semantic theory, too, underwent some changes. Cognitive ethnolinguistics saw a real breakthrough with the semantic conception of connotation which takes into account the reference of nominations in the process of communication, where most of culturally determined ideas connected with the use of linguistic signs actually manifest themselves [27, 28, 45]. Thus, the extension of a sign equals the totality of its possible intensions, i.e. the meaning of the sign comprises all of the possible senses of its usage. The shift of the emphasis towards the reference in speech opened a new prospect of researching the collective worldview of people from different epochs, whose picture of the world is not as naive as it is depicted in folklore texts. It is also recognized that both nominative and communicative units make references – in particular, they refer to life experience of speakers [31]. It expanded the limits of ethnolinguistic analysis of stereotypes which enabled to include artistic texts as a material for research.

Formulation of the objectives

First of all, it is necessary to establish the criteria of identification of stereotypes in an artistic text; to find out what is the correlation between language and speech means of stereotype verbalization that are at different stages of formation. The ultimate goal of the research is to identify the factors which determine the form and the meaning of stereotypes verbalizers; to carry out a functional differentiation of linguistic signs that refer to these conventional referents in Ukrainian, Polish and British realist prose. In order to avoid overgeneralization during the presentation of the material we will look at the theoretical part using the example of a specific fragment of experience of compared linguocultures in the second half of the XIX century, in particular – the ideas about family.

Results and Discussion

1. Types of collective experience and forms of their verbalization

The communicative approach in ethnolinguistics is in the process of formation. Thus, the methodology of the research of ethnic consciousness on the basis of creative texts has not been fully developed, so there is no universal method of stereotype identification in an artistic text. From the new point of view opens the perspective of researching stereotypes dynamically as mechanisms of cognitive process of an ethnic group and as “part of multilevel system of social communication” [11:259]. Taking into account that a human being cognizes something new relying on the information already known, all the fragments of collective experience are closely connected and interdependent. That is why we believe that stereotypes are not isolated mental structures, but that they form a dynamic network of collectively objectified experience. Information accumulated by means of
stereotypes is presented not just as a sum of useful knowledge, but as an experience organized in a particular way which, owing to its structuring, can be passed on to the next generations [48:193-194]. The most important fragments of this network are indicated by various nominations with an open semantic structure. Hence, the functioning of stereotypes is conditioned by phenomena of conceptualization, categorization and verbalization of the most communicatively relevant collective experience of a linguistic community. Because stereotypes “on the one hand, perform the selection of information that comes to the subject from the outside and, on the other hand, structure the internal experience and prepare the information for furthering and processing in the deeper levels of consciousness with the aim of fixing it in memory” [51:177], they are often correlated with prototypes. To establish the criteria of identification of stereotypes in an artistic text, we need to characterize this phenomenon and also distinguish it from other correlated phenomena. The theories of stereotype and prototype emerged in the 70s of the XIX century as an alternative to the classical theories of reference (G. Frege, R. Carnap, B. Russell), categorization (Aristotle) and meaning (F. De Saussure, J. Trier, L. Weisgerber). We agree with G. Lakoff’s statement that in the works of H. Putnam – the founder of the linguistic research of stereotypes – “the description of stereotypes sometimes was very close to the theory of prototypes, however, despite this, his special term “stereotype” does not completely correspond to a prototype.” The problem of distinction between stereotypes and prototypes is connected with both phenomena representing typical, conventional, collectively objectified and verbalized experience of a linguistic community. Scientific literature views the notions of stereotype and prototype in relation of: identity [34], complementarity [22, 49, see generally 67] and inclusion [24]. Proceeding from the idea of Polish researchers that a prototype is nothing but a stereotype’s core, and a stereotype “can move closer to and away from the core”, we think that the model of collective experience possesses the core–periphery structure with the prototype in the center surrounded by stereotypes at different stages of formation. Hence, the core zone includes the most typical and exemplary features of an object or phenomenon. As typicality and frequency of their usage in communication decreases towards the periphery, the degree of conventionality and objectivity of experience decreases closer to periphery as well: it becomes more occasional and subjective. A formed stereotype is fixed by a nomination, since it is “a mental structure which has already been arranged in the human consciousness (ethnic consciousness – V. B.), and serves as its operational unit assigned to a particular experience rubric” [32:235]. As every nomination represents a generalized idea about the class of objects (denotation), typical experience of a linguistic community, therefore, is the result of categorization. Taking this into account, we are of the opinion that nominations verbalize stabilized areas of an ethnic concept-sphere – prototypes. The process of categorization is preceded by conceptualization which is the cognition of separate objects and phenomena. The basis of conceptualization consists in identification of repeated features of an object or phenomenon in different functional situations as seen by a subject. Hence, typical experience of interacting with an object or phenomenon is formed in the process of conceptualization. That is why a stereotype is “an idea about an object which formed within a particular collective experience and determines how this object looks like, acts, is perceived by a person, etc.; at the same time, this idea is embodied in language, is accessible through language (and speech – V. B.), and belongs to collective knowledge about the world” [13:15]. Stereotyping as the process of selection and creation of a hierarchy of features of a cognized object or phenomenon covers everything that a linguistic community observes. In traditional (folklore) texts “stereotyping can be recognized via analysis of frequency of an object’s feature in different utterances (statistical analysis), through the fixing of this feature in language (analysis of derived words, metaphors, phraseology and sayings), and via analysis of the construction rules of a semantically connected text” [7:366]. That is to say, the method of identification of stereotypes from clichéd (term of R. Tokarski) folklore texts is the analysis of semantics of stereotype nominations in different in volume linguistic contexts: 1) internal form of a nomination; 2) figurative meaning of a word; 3) derivatives; 4) phraseological units; 5) sayings; 6) semantic structure of composite sentences: negative and causal ones [13:170]. According to L. Krysin, stereotypes function in any oral or written text, i.e. they are expressed in speech, and subsequently can become fixed in a linguistic system. The researcher expands the list of verbalizers by adding: 7) comparative clauses; 8) genitive and attributive combinations; 9) utterances with quantifiers such as all, every, any, etc.; 10) utterances with modal adverbs such as indeed, really, surely, etc.; 11) utterances with evaluative adjectives such as interesting, clear, vague, etc.; 12) implicatures [30:452-454, qtd. in 68:24]. Thus, we singled out two types of collective experience: 1) prototypes, which are formed as a result of categorization; their verbalization is actualized through extensional semantics of nominations and is correlated with a linguistic
paradigmatic image of the world; 2) stereotypes, which are formed in the process of conceptualization; they are explicated by intensional semantics of actualized nominations in speech, therefore we correlate stereotypes with a syntagmatic image of the world (term of Kiklewicz, 25:337). And so, stereotypes play the role of means of prototype formation (generalization of particular typical experience to the level of abstract typical experience of a linguistic community). Undoubtedly, only actualized nominations, which make reference to more or less fixed stereotypes of a specific fragment of collective experience, function in an artistic text. However, by conducting frequency analysis of actualized semantic features of this or other nomination it is possible to describe a prototype of a nominated object or phenomenon. Hence, having outlined the nature of a stereotype and distinguished it from a related phenomenon – a prototype – we now move forward to formulate the criteria of identification of stereotypes in an artistic text.

2. Verbalization of individual and collective experience in an artistic text

The problem of identification of linguistic signs that make reference to a stereotype in an artistic text is connected with the postulate of literature originality, and so – with the creativity of the author’s artistic speech. An artistic text is created by a linguistic personality that is a competent member of a certain culture, and is addressed mainly to other people belonging to this linguistic community. The writer makes use of linguistic signs and his knowledge about the real world in a creative way, in order to realize his/her own intentions. J. Bartmiński points out that “one of the ways to use stereotypes in an artistic text is «to play» with them, attempt to break them, ridicule them to catch the reader’s attention”, however, “literature can stabilize and preserve stereotypes, continue their functioning” [6:8]. According to Yu. Lotman, the interpretation of an artistic text is the result of a struggle between the reader and the author who tries to impose his/her views onto the former [37:348]. All the information that is transmitted by an artistic text has come through the lens of the author’s individual point of view. The creative reflection of reality is connected with the author’s subjective experience and the reconsideration of the collective experience of an ethnic community. Hence, to develop the mechanism of stereotype identification in an artistic text, it is necessary to differentiate between individual (subjective) experience of an author and collective (objectified) experience of a collective community. The author’s experience is a fragment of collective experience of a people, so they are not in opposition, but in the relation of ‘part–whole’. The means of identification of individual and collective experience verbalization in an artistic text is the category of point of view. The writer’s subjective experience in an artistic text is manifested through the opposition of his/her own point of view to the established collective view on different phenomena of reality. Thus, having formulated the criteria of distinguishing between the author’s and social viewpoints, it would be possible to outline the limits of stereotype verbalization in an artistic text. Stereotypes would correlate with a collective point of view which is based on typical and objectified experience of a linguistic community. However, the conditions and rules of artistic communication deprive the writer of the obligation of being true. According to J. Searle, within the limits of “a language game of literature” the modality of artistic fiction is allowed for, so the author can violate the maxims of cooperation (invent the things he tells about), without any communicative deviations [61:78]. Hence, the author’s individual point of view does not have to be supported by his subjective experience which is different from collectively objectified experience of a linguistic community. It is also necessary to take into account the fact that collective experience presented in an artistic text is, first of all, an abstract generalization made by the writer. For instance, the village of Lipce with all of its people and everyday life described by W. Reymont in his novel The Peasants has never existed, but, at the same time, according to literary critics, resembles thousands of Polish villages at the turn of XIX century [47:288-289]. However, “it is an artistic text not being a reality that makes it want to approach reality. Subsequently, at first, a measure of conventionality is set, some primary instability, and then there comes the struggle with it – the emphasis on similarity” [37:124]. The category of viewpoint “rests on acquired earlier perceptive and cognitive experience” [14:157]. Therefore, a collective viewpoint is formed on the basis of objectified experience, and an individual viewpoint is formed on the basis of subjective experience. (see Scheme 1).

Scheme 1
It is important to take into account the fact that the point of view on something can exist only when we are talking about a formed fragment of experience (subjective or objectified). Hence, through the research of the category of viewpoint in an artistic text only the most fixed stereotypes identical to prototypes can be revealed. As subjective and collectively objectified experience are correlated in a complementary way, the more they coincide – the less author’s individual viewpoint is opposed to the collective viewpoint of an ethnic community. The category of the point of view is closely connected with the category of evaluation: “it should be so” (positive evaluation), “it should not be so” (negative evaluation). Thus, the main condition for the individual and collective viewpoints on a stereotype to coincide is the identical evaluation of a particular experience fragment. According to W. Chlebda, we tend to think that a stereotype is a physiological-mental adaptive mechanism which has formed during human evolution with the aim of protection from the instability of environment, and helps master and systematize perceptive and cognitive experience and operate it with the help of a sign system – linguistic system in particular [16:31-41]. Therefore, we treat stereotypes – which there are distinct either identical or opposing individual and collective points of view on – as stable collective experience. If the viewpoints of an author and an ethnic community are the same regarding the stereotype, it is depicted in an artistic text without changes and has a positive or negative evaluation. We assume that the depiction of a stereotype with a positive evaluation in a text is conditioned by the fact that such an experience helps people navigate in the world, makes life easier and better. A writer creates contexts which refer to a positively evaluated stereotype to achieve a perlocutionary effect: strengthen this collective experience and impose such a behavioral model onto readers. One of the examples is an image of a typical mother created in Ukrainian, Polish and British realist prose – ‘a woman who gave birth to a child, loves him/her despite everything and cares for him/her by all possible means.’ Actualized linguistic signs transmit pragmatic sense: such actions very often (always) have positive effects on an individual and the society, so it is worth acting in the same way. Introduction of a negatively evaluated stereotype is made only with the aim of reasoning of the promoted behavioral model with a positive evaluation. For instance, in the novel Nad Niemnem by E. Orzeszkowa a context was created, where mother’s behavior is not typical: the woman gave birth, loves her children, but she did not raise any of them because she prioritizes men: she always finds a new husband after the previous one dies. «A koniec taki, że pani Starzyńska masz dwoje dzieci i żadnego sama nie wyhodowałaś... W mgnieniu oka spracowana i sucha ręka Starzyńskiej oparła się na jej kłębie. Cieńszym trochę niż wprzódy głosem odkrzyknęła: – Nie wyhodowałam, a najśliczniejsze ze wszystkich mam... Owszem! I zaniosła się od śmiechu. – Jak ku-kaw-ka! – z ironią zaśpiewała Fabianowa» [119-121]; «Jana matka znów Siemaszczanka z Siemaszek, tak jej zaś wypadało, że aż w czterech okolicach życie swoje prędziła: najpierw w ojczystej, czyli w Siemaszkach, potem w Bohatyrowicach, gdy za Jerzego wyszła, potem za drugim mężem w Jaśmontach, a na ostatku, za trzecim, w Starzynach. – Nie wiadomo, czy to już ostatni mąż i ostatnie jej osiedlenie – żartobliwie znowu zauważył. – Bo mnie się zdaje, że gdyby dziś owdowała, to by za rok poniosła się jeszcze za czwartego!» [154]. Such actions of the mother are evaluated negatively by the author and society, as their consequences can have a bad influence on children and afterwards – on other people. According to W. Lippmann, only leaders can think in a not stereotypic way, have extraordinary
views on the world and, thus, create new or change old stereotypes (Lippmann). Apart from political leaders, such people also include cultural figures – writers in particular. While describing occasional phenomena writers embody modifications of existing stereotypes. On the level of semantic macrostructure in Ukrainian, Polish and British realist discourse of the 2nd half of the XIX century a negative image of unhappy marriage of convenience was created. It is opposed to a happy marriage based on love through a system of author’s evaluations. In Polish and British realist prose a plot is repeated, where, because of love, contracted marriages are unequal (“The Doll” by B. Prus, “Nad Niemnem” by E. Orzeszkowa, “Jane Eyre” by Ch. Brontë, “Vanity Fair” by W. Thackeray). Ukrainian cultural norm of this epoch counts such a deed as an unreal one, because Ukrainian writers model the situation with unequal marriage only as a bright prospect, possible and desirable development (P. Myrnyi „Khiba revut voly, yak yasla povni?”; O. Kobylianska “Zemlia”). The creation of new non-standard contexts is accompanied by occasional use of linguistic signs. Hence, the criterion for the identification of stereotypes which the author considers harmful is the existence of text connotations in semantic structures of actualized nominations. According to the theory of internal motivation of semantic features and the theory of semantic irradiation, the semantic space of a stereotype in an artistic text has a nucleus-periphery model. Therefore, we determine the degree of occasionality by applying the method of semantic beaming that allows us to set closer and further text connotations of the actualized signs [53, qtd. in 55:16]. Hence, one of the tactics of drawing the community’s attention to an urgent social problem of concluding a marriage of convenience was the creation of a context by W. Reymont, where the semantic structure of the lexeme macocha – ‘father’s wife from the second marriage, mother-in-law’ was supplemented by the text connotation ‘stepson’s lover’. The intensity of the plot in the novel The Peasants is achieved by the fact that a young girl – abiding by her mother’s desire – marries an old widower and becomes a mother-in-law of her true lover, whom she either could not marry, since he was long married and had three children, or did not want to marry, because, as of then, he did not inherit his father’s property. Thus, by creatively rethinking the collective experience, writers give their own evaluation to different social phenomena and try to convey their individual points of view – often, to change an outdated stereotype which has a negative impact on peoples’ lives. In this case, an indicator of effectiveness of verbal influence may be the sociological researches on the institution of family [20], which attest the transition from a patriarchal family to an emotional family that took place in the societies under comparison. This was a result of the initiation of practice to marry not only for economic or dynastic reasons, but more commonly – because of the feeling of love between the partners and the passing of this love to children. Thus, by modeling a possible world and applying different tactics of verbal influence, a writer realizes the utilitarian function of literature and embodies his/her communicative purposes – particularly, changes stereotypes.

Thus, all information coded in an artistic text is more or less stereotypical. The degree of stereotypicality is directly proportional to the degree of conventionality of collective experience of a linguistic community. The verbalization of formed stable stereotypes is realized through the actualization of linguistic signs in typical contexts. The presentation of a stereotype in an artistic text without changes is possible on the condition that author’s and collective evaluation of a described phenomenon coincides. Stereotypes which have a positive evaluation are introduced with the aim of fixing this experience and imposing such a behavioral model on the readers. In their turn, negatively evaluated stereotypes are actualized in artistic texts in order to reason the promoted behavioral model. Stable stereotypes with different viewpoints of an author and an ethnic community on them can be identified by occasional semantics of actualized linguistic units in non-standard contexts. Therefore, with the help of pragmatic analysis of the categories of viewpoint and evaluation of different fragments of linguistic community’s collective experience it is possible to identify only formed stable stereotypes. However, it is not sufficient to identify less formed stereotypes. As a result, we need to pay attention to the factors that are more closely related to the phenomenon under research.

3. Semiotic criteria of stereotype identification in realist prose

Despite the existence of creative freedom in literature, a writer is limited by the conventions of semiotic systems with the help of which he/she creates and transmits his/her message. So, besides an artistic text making a double reference (to both real and fictional worlds), the conditions of this reference are determined by linguistic, cultural and literary codes. The functioning of stereotypes in an artistic text is conditioned by objective modality which
is determined by a literary style [12, 53]. Realist style, in particular, establishes the principle of faithfulness to the objective reality [21:573-575], so it implies the actualization of linguistic signs in the most conventional meanings which create the most faithful depiction of the world. Thus, actualized linguistic signs in realist prose make reference more to the collective experience of a linguistic community, than to the author’s individual experience. Realist writers purposefully describe actual and fixed stereotypes in their texts. Thus, in realist prose the limit of creativity is the depiction of occasional, yet potentially possible phenomena and situations; and accordingly – the use of linguistic signs in non-standard, but still understandable contexts. In this way, the literary code which is realized in the style, genre and elements in and outside the plot greatly influences the features of functioning of the stereotypes that have not been fully formed in artistic texts, but at the same time it is not the main criterion of their identification and studying.

3.1. Semiotic structure of an artistic sign: reference to a stereotype

Stereotypes have a status of linguocultural fusions (term of S. Ivanova, 23). It is natural, since, according to Yu. Lotman, language is a primary system of coding and literature is a secondary one [37:79]. Thus, the most important criterion of stereotype identification in an artistic text is the distinction of the means of their verbalization. The notions of the literary style of the epoch and the artistic style of the literary language are closely interconnected. As E. Vereshchahin put it, “through the linguistic taste of an epoch a text represents the face of that time” [66, qtd. in 23:126]. The style of literary language in ethnolinguistics is interpreted as “a system of selection of linguistic means in the process of the derivation of the text <...> a peculiar sieve which regulates the selection of lexis, grammatical forms and constructions” [Miko 1970, qtd. in 12:321]. J. Bartmiński believes that colloquial style – which corresponds to the everyday rationality of a native speaker – is the basic and central one among other styles of literary language. Hence, the artistic style emerges as a result of the creative use of the colloquial style. That is, artistic meanings of linguistic signs do not differ from their everyday meanings. However, they typically have a more complex semantic structure because of the actualization of potential semantic features in non-standard contexts. The semantic structure of linguistic signs in a text is modified through the actualization of potential semantic features that can: 1) correspond to the phenomena of reality; 2) embody the communicative intention of the author. R. Tokarski singles out three types of semantic features in the structure of artistic signs that correspond to collective experience with different degrees of conventionality and objectivity. Hence, designation (or, denotation) is the semantic core of a sign, systemic connotation is the zone around the core and text connotation is the periphery [63:233]. Denotative features are the most conventional and integral in the meaning of a nomination. Systemic connotations are optional and depict cultural ideas associated with this sign. According to K. Pisarkova, “all stereotypes are equivalent to semantic (systemic – V. B.) connotation” [42:6, qtd. in 29:35]. Text connotations constitute an open system of semantic features which “cannot be subjected to verification through formal procedures, as they depend on the viewpoint (of the author – V. B.) of a specific text, all the texts of the author, literary group.” Hence, the typicality of semantic features decreases from the center towards periphery, as does the frequency of their functioning in contexts. For instance, in the analyzed texts the more typical experience – that a mother raises her child more often than not – is verbalized. Thus, through the establishment of the hierarchy of features in a semantic structure of a nomination it is possible to reveal which notions within the limits of a particular fragment are more stereotypical and which are less. Now we move on to describe the correlation between language and speech means of stereotype verbalization in artistic texts.

3.2. Language and speech means of stereotype verbalization in artistic texts

The fixing of a particular fragment of experience in society does not necessarily mean that it is fixed in language, however, there is a reverse rule: something that is fixed in language is also fixed in society [7:373]. Basing on the idea of N. Tolstoi about the isomorphism of language and culture we believe that stereotype verbalization at different stages of its existence is realized through the semiotic mechanism of stabilization of language meaning and form. According to J. Bartmiński, the process of stereotype verbalization consists of several phases. At each stage of its formation a stereotype obtains communicatively relevant meaning and form of expression. Since “the meaning of a sign is inseparable from the form and the particular state it is expressed in <...> in this case
we talk about both deep ambivalence and mutual motivation" [40:45]. The stabilization of semantics and form of stereotype verbalizers naturally occurs together with the stabilization of collective experience. The researcher distinguishes three phases: 1) the phase of referring to a stereotype without the stabilization of meaning and form (an utterance that requires interpretation of extralinguistic knowledge); 2) the phase of meaning stabilization without the features of formal-linguistic fixation (an utterance that can be interpreted through linguistic code); 3) the phase of meaning and form stabilization (fixed verbal formulas). There are no other phases distinguished by the ethnolinguist, but as we have mentioned earlier, the semantics of a formed stereotype in the core zone coincides with the semantics of a prototype, so such a unit of collective experience is fixed by a word. In connection with this, we are of the opinion that it is sensible to distinguish the fourth phase of stereotype verbalization – the phase of meaning and form conservation which is realized by the means of lexical nomination. According to E. Kubriakova, “the depiction of one situation with the help of different nomination means is conditioned by the fact that it is described with different degrees of concretization” [33:78]. The longer the construction of a nomination, the more specifically it conveys the content, and vice versa – the shorter the nomination’s construction, the more “hidden semantic components” [33:69] it contains. Respectively, unstable collective experience requires syntagmatically complex nomination, and with each next phase of stabilization – syntagmatically simpler nomination. Given that stereotype verbalization in an artistic text is limited by communicative implicatures which can have one or several ways of interpretation, we distinguish two stages of the first phase: 1.1) implicatures which can be interpreted in several way; 1.2) implicatures with one way of interpretation. Within the second phase we distinguish two types of utterances with stabilized content, so we distinguish two stages as well: 2.1) semantically bound sentences; 2.2) maxims. Similarly (two types of verbal formulas), we divide the third phase into two stages: 3.1) semantically bound word combinations; 3.2) phraseologisms. Words according to their structure can be simple and derivatives, so within the fourth phase we distinguish two stages: 4.1) conservation of meaning and form in a derivative; 4.2) conservation of meaning and form with the help of the most arbitrary linguistic sign – a simple word. According to Y. Sternin, the unit of language has a twofold character: concerning the object of nomination it acts as a nomination unit, and in a speech act – as a communicative unit [59:6]. Depending on a function (nominative or communicative) which is performed by multistructural linguistic signs in artistic texts we will treat them as nominative or communicative units. However, it is characteristic of some linguistic signs to possess typically nominative or typically communicative function. At every second stage of the four phases of stereotype verbalization collective experience has already undergone the process of stabilization, thus, the typical function of these verbalizers (implicatures with one way of interpretation, maxims, phraseologisms and simple words) has become a nominative one. According to W. Chlebda, stabilized linguistic forms are adjusted to kinetic physiological and mental skills (i.e. articulation and association), so they should be considered stereotype nominations, since these signs are taken out of memory as ready-made constructions. In the case of the first stages of the four distinguished phases, collective experience has not been stabilized yet. Thus, its verbalization occurs only through the signs that are generated in speech each time (implicatures with several ways of interpretation, semantically bound sentences, semantically bound word combinations and derivatives). As for a typically communicative function of complex semantic units (forms of implicatures) and sentences, there is no doubt. It should be specified what we mean, when we talk about the communicative function of semantically bound word combinations and derivatives. For example, a fragment of collective experience – the notion of ‘a mother who raises children without a father’ in the analyzed artistic texts is verbalized by word combinations with variable components: одина́ка мати, самотня мати – ‘a single mother, a lonely mother’ (there is no stabilized form, synonyms are available). Likewise, there are parallel names of a relative formed from a single source, yet with the help of synonymic word-building formants, e.g. nomination сестрична/-інниця/-інця/-інка – ‘a niece – sister’s daughter’ [Hrinchenko 4:117]; сіостреніца/сіострзанка – ‘a niece, sister’s daughter’ [Doroszewski]. In this case, the cultural meaning is created in a syntagmatic chain of subsigns. The same subsign in a different formation can express a distinct cultural meaning while having the same word-building meaning (15:88, see also 5:19). However, in later dictionaries only a productive (stabilized) version of a derivative was mentioned, which should be regarded as a typically nominative unit. Thus, nominations verbalize stabilized stereotypes, and communicative units verbalize stereotypes in the process of formation. Stereotypes are stabilized at a phase that corresponds to the stage of communicative relevance of a given collective experience fragment. For instance, the notion of ‘a girl who is allowed to marry’ in Ukrainian realist prose of the 2nd half of the XIX century
is nominated by the lexeme відданичa [60:98, 39:15, 155], in Polish – by a bound word combination “panna/dziewczyna/córka na wydaniu” [44:0, 35, 51; 47:5], and in British – by a bound sentence “…a young lady who is of age….” [62:298]. Hence, each of the compared linguocultures possesses an outlined collective experience. However, the form of the verbalizers of this stereotype in the mentioned languages indicates that as of the 2nd half of the XIX century for Ukrainians it was a more important experience, than for the Poles, and a much more important one, than for the Britons. Polish linguist Ja. Anusiewicz, while comparing the semantics of a free, bound and phraseologized word combinations (e.g. white wall, white wine, white sport = tennis) comes to the conclusion that according to the degree of arbitrariness these linguistic signs are not equal, and the connection of their form and meaning becomes stronger in the mentioned order [4]. Thus, we assume that from the first to the fourth phase of stereotype verbalization the strengthening of verbalizer arbitrariness takes place. Despite this, the degree of arbitrariness correlates with the degree of verbalizer syntagmatic complexity of a stereotype. The more complex the verbalizer’s form, the less arbitrary it is. And vice versa, the simpler the form, the more arbitrary this sign is. Weak arbitrariness proves that a sign is used in a possible but unstable context (a white wall can be black, red, etc.). Strong arbitrariness of a sign means that it is always or frequently used in the same context (a white sport is always tennis). Hence, arbitrariness and structural complexity of the form and meaning of stereotype verbalizers are the main criteria of both their functional differentiation and identification of stereotypes at different stages of formation.

Conclusions

To sum up, all the information coded in an artistic text refers more or less to stereotypes. An individual and collective point of view can be formed only with regard to stable stereotypes. Thus, by the opposition or coincidence of the viewpoints of the author and the society on some specific experience in an artistic text it is possible to reveal only stable and formed stereotypes. Stabilized stereotypes are fixed by nominations of different structural and semantic complexity. Within the limits of the semantic structure of a nomination there is a hierarchy of semantic features: their typicality, frequency of functioning and, hence – stereotypicality – decreases from the center towards the periphery. In the core zone, semantics of a stereotype coincides with the semantics of a prototype. Stereotypes with different degree of conventionality and communicative relevance are explicated in artistic texts with the help of structurally different nominative and communicative units. The scalability of the model of stereotype verbalization in artistic texts is determined by the four interdependent factors: 1) conventionality; 2) communicative relevance; 3) structural complexity; 4) arbitrariness. In Ukrainian, Polish and British realist prose some stereotypes are more formed and some are less. This is connected with the hierarchy of values, as only the knowledge that is important to a person and his/her activity is fixed in collective consciousness. Moreover, something that is topical for one ethnic culture may be irrelevant to another. The more important some experience is for storage and exchange of information, the more frequently it is used in communication (artistic texts), and the less number of signs is used to verbalize it. Since the economy principle in language determines that the more formed a stereotype is, the more structurally simple verbalization it has, and its arbitrariness is maximal.
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